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a b s t r a c t

Nowadays, the peer-to-peer (P2P) system is one of the largest Internet bandwidth consum-
ers. To relieve the burden on Internet backbone and improve the query and retrieve perfor-
mance of P2P file sharing networks, efficient P2P caching algorithms are of great
importance. In this paper, we propose a distributed topology-aware unstructured P2P file
caching infrastructure and design novel placement and replacement algorithms to achieve
optimal performance. In our system, for each file, an adequate number of copies are gen-
erated and disseminated at topologically distant locations. Unlike general believes, our
caching decisions are in favor of less popular files. Combined with the underlying topol-
ogy-aware infrastructure, our strategy retains excellent performance for popular objects
while greatly improves the caching performance for less popular files. Overall, our solution
can reduce P2P traffic on Internet backbone, and relieve the over-caching problem that has
not been properly addressed in unstructured P2P networks. We carry out simulation exper-
iments to compare our approaches with several traditional caching strategies. The results
show that our algorithms can achieve better query hit rates, smaller query delay, higher
cache hit rates, and lower communication overhead.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The peer-to-peer (P2P) application is one of the killer applications, which contributes a large portion of Internet traffic.
According to a Cisco [1] report, although online streaming applications have overtaken P2P systems and became the No.
one bandwidth consumer on Internet, P2P file sharing systems still accounted for 39 percent of Internet traffic at the end
of 2009. P2P systems are now carrying 3.5 exabytes traffic each month and this number will continue to increase by 16 per-
cent each year until 2014. Clearly, reducing P2P traffic is still of great importance. Most popular P2P applications, e.g., Free-
Net [2], Edonkey [3], Gnutella [4], and BitTorrent [5], are unstructured overlay networks since they only enforce minimal
constraints on the network topology. Compare to structured P2P infrastructures, such as Chord [6], CAN [7] and Pastry
[8], unstructured P2P can reduce maintenance overhead substantially, which is critical to achieve scalability in a large-scale
and highly dynamic environment. On the other hand, since no routing and searching infrastructure is built, a peer has vir-
tually no knowledge about which peers have the answer to a special query. Therefore, the query mechanism for a file is
exhaustive more or less. Normally, it starts from an initiating peer and spread over the overlay network either through a
breadth-first style (e.g., broadcast in Gnutella) or a depth-first manner (e.g., the sequential search in FreeNet). In practice,
a TTL (Time-To-Live) is set to limit the search, and avoid flooding the entire network. However, these searching algorithms
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are inefficient and unscalable. For an unpopular object, a large number of query messages will be generated, and the system
might not be able to find the answer before the TTL expires. Some strategies based on heuristics have been proposed to
improve this performance [9–11], however, the poor search efficiency problem still exists.

Our former study [12] observed that, in unstructured P2P networks, it is actually very effective when queried files have
high popularity. The popularity of a file is defined as the proportion of the number of copies in the network to the network
size (the total number of peers). For a particular file, the number of its copies will directly affect the search efficiency because
that the search mechanism used in unstructured P2P networks is a blind random probe. Thus, the proposed solution aims to
generate more copies and increase the popularity of files to improve search and retrieve performance, especially for original
less popular files.

Caching has already been proven to be an effective mechanism to reduce the amount of data transmission on Internet
backbone. For example, there are substantial work have been conducted on web caching techniques [13,14]. With the
increasing popularity of P2P applications, research and industry communities have proposed various solutions to migrate
web caching techniques to P2P systems [15,16]. Most of them use the similar approach as web caching by deploying ded-
icated servers on the edges of Internet Service Provider (ISP) or network boundaries. However, such an approach has several
drawbacks. First, it has high cost, since ISPs have to invest on expensive dedicated servers. Second, it causes a hotspot and a
single-point-of-failure problem since all P2P traffic has to go through the proxy. Actually, we can utilize P2P architecture to
solve this problem. Third, the available caching space on the proxy is limited, and the files in P2P applications are much lar-
ger than web objects. Thus a proxy server cannot hold large quantities of files and the caching benefit can be obtained with a
centralized proxy server is dubious. Furthermore, the vast idle space on general peers is not utilized.

In [17], we investigate the techniques for efficient distributed caching algorithm in structured peer-to-peer systems to
relieve these problems. In this paper, we propose another novel distributed caching algorithm to improve the overall caching
efficiency and decrease the communication overhead in unstructured peer-to-peer file sharing networks. We build a dis-
tance-based network infrastructure with preference-based three-way random walk and investigate various caching place-
ment and replacement algorithms including probability-based and greedy-based algorithms. We observe that traditional
strategies, such as Least Recently Used (LRU), and Least Frequently Used (LFU), do not work very well and allocate too much
space to the most popular files. If they are applied to distributed applications directly, a popular file could have a large num-
ber of cached copies and not all of them are used to serve future queries. The proposed solution addresses this issue with an
effective mechanism.

After launching the experiments to compare LFU, LRU and HPLR (High Popularity and Least Request, proposed in this pa-
per), we found that the top 5% most popular files occupy 56%, 55%, 31% of the caching space in LFU, LRU, HPLR respectively.
However, the caching hit rates for these files are very similar: 33%, 34%, 32%. Clearly, in LFU and LRU algorithms, storage
space is not well utilized. We call such a scenario over-caching. In short, each peer has the caching buffer in a distributed
environment. The over-caching problem is that the popular files are cached by too many peers, while the system does
not need to build so many caches for popular files for good efficiency in fact. Furthermore, because the overall caching space
is limited, the over-caching will make the other files (not very popular) to lose cached opportunity. If the traditional caching
algorithms are applied directly on P2P traffic, over-caching problems for the most popular files will occur in general. The
caching space occupied by useless copies decreases chances that the other files are cached, and reduces the effectiveness
of the caching. For other files, under such strategies, only limited number of copies can be created, including the files with
moderate popularity. In addition, those copies are easily to be evicted in case that the cache space is full.

To remedy this deficiency, in our design, we compromise and balance the resources allocated for objects with different
popularity. We also carefully choose the locations of cached copies for each object by placing them in topologically distant
sub-networks. The results of our simulation show that, by taking these factors into consideration, our strategies achieve bet-
ter performance over other caching algorithms.

In summary, compared to the previous works, our contributions mainly focus on:

� A novel distributed caching algorithms in unstructured peer-to-peer file sharing networks.
� A distance-based network infrastructure with preference-based three-way random walk.
� Probability-based and greedy-based caching placement and replacement algorithms.
� Compromising and balancing the resources allocated for objects with different popularity to remedy the over-caching

problem.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the related works. In Section 3, we introduce the
underlying network infrastructure, especially the query mechanism used in our distributed P2P caching algorithms. In Sec-
tion 4, we describe our caching placement and replacement algorithms. In Section 5, we discuss and analyze the experimen-
tal results. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude the paper and lay out the future work.

2. Related works

To relieve the burden imposed by P2P traffic and improve search performance, designing and implementing an effective
caching infrastructure in P2P systems attract great interests from both industry and academia [18–21]. However, it is a very
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challenging topic because of unique characteristics such as self-governing, dynamic membership, large number of peers, and
even larger amount of shared files in P2P applications.

IAC [22] is an interest-aware caching for unstructured P2P networks. In IAC, Each peer advertises its resource list to other
peers. If a peer is interested in the resource advertisement received, it then caches the advertisement. IAC uses the proba-
bilistic broadcast algorithm to propagate the advertisement. Although this strategy makes a great improvement compared
to flooding, it still results in a great deal of communication overhead for maintaining the caching. Some studies [23,24] use
Bloom Filter to index the resources of the peers, and take the gossip protocol [25] to exchange the index among the peers in
order to reduce network traffic.

PROD [26] proposed a novel and efficient algorithm to improve the file retrieving performance in DHT based overlay net-
works. In PROD, when a file or a portion of a file is transferred from a source peer to the client, instead of creating just one
direct link between these two peers, PROD builds an application level connection chain. Along the chain, multiple network
links are established. Each intermediate peer on this chain uses a store-and-forward mechanism for the data transfer. Thus, it
will greatly enhance the user perceived retrieving performance. PROD is also useful to design the caching in unstructured
P2P networks.

In [15], Hefeeda et al. proposed similar idea by deploying caches at or near the borders of the ASs (autonomous systems),
where pCache will intercept P2P traffics going through the AS, and try to cache the most popular contents. This mechanism is
suit for small web objects, while the size of files in P2P applications is very big generally. Therefore, the effectiveness of this
approach is doubtable. Furthermore, pCache itself may become a bottleneck and a single point of failure which affect its effi-
ciency. Shen et al. proposed a HTTP-based Peer-to-Peer (HPTP) framework [27]. The key idea is to exploit the widely de-
ployed web caching proxies of ISPs to trick them to cache P2P traffic. This is achieved via HTTPifying segment large P2P
files or streams into smaller chunks, encapsulate and transport them using the HTTP protocol so that they are cacheable.
Such an approach avoids the investment for new proxy caches but failed to utilize the distributed peer resources.

In [28], Shen presents an Efficient and Adaptive Decentralized file replication algorithm (EAD) that achieves high query
efficiency and high replica utilization at a significantly low cost. EAD enhances the utilization of file replicas by selecting
query traffic hubs and frequent requesters as replica nodes, and dynamically adapting to non-uniform and time-varying file
popularity and node interest. We study replica strategies for the rare objects in P2P networks in [12], and the proposed pro-
active probe can be used in our network design in this paper. In the study [17], we investigate the techniques for efficient
distributed caching in structured P2P systems, which includes placement and replacement algorithms to make caching deci-
sions. The resolution can reduce the network traffic for structured P2P applications. In this paper, we propose another novel
distributed caching algorithm to improve the overall caching efficiency and decrease the communication overhead in
unstructured P2P file sharing networks.

3. Underlying network infrastructure

Network topologies and search algorithms, which play the key roles for the caching strategies, will be discussed in this
section. We perform our presentation form overlay topology infrastructure, search mechanisms, and peer join/leave strate-
gies in unstructured P2P networks.

3.1. Distance-based network topology

A P2P network is an overlay network where two adjacent peers in it may be far away from each other in the physical
networks. The longer the distance between two peers is, the larger the transmission latency is. In order to improve the search
efficiency, we propose a peer clustering technique, which groups the adjacent peers in the physical topology together to form
multiple sub-networks. Such network topology is called Distance-based Network Topology (DNT). Fig. 1 is an example of
DNT. As we can see, the peers in a same sub-networks keep more edges between each other. There are also less connection
links between sub-networks, that ensure the connectivity of the entire overlay network. If a query is hit in the cache of its
initiator’s sub-network, it will result in a smaller subsequent transmission overhead. If a query cannot be solved in its ini-
tiator’s sub-network, it can be routed to other sub-networks and the search continues. Furthermore, it is easy to apply DNT in
real networks to improve efficiency without destroying the original topology because it is a logical topology.

In unstructured P2P networks, it is difficult to guarantee a peer is always classified to the most appropriate sub-network
in terms of its physical location. Therefore, some physically close peers may belong to different sub-networks, rather than
stay in the same one. In the later section, we will discuss peers join/leave and sub-networks creation mechanism in detail
to understand how to form the sub-networks.

3.2. Preference-based three-way random walk

In order to reduce query delay and data transmission overhead, the optimal strategy is to, for a query, answer it in its
initiator’s sub-network. If the target cannot be found in itself sub-network, the query has to be forwarded to other sub-
networks. Given that a query is further spread to other sub-networks only after it searches all the peers in its initiator’s
sub-network, which will generate large number of flooding messages and result in high cost. In this paper, we propose
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the preference-based three-way random walk (PTRW) algorithm to relieve this issue. In PTRW, a peer forwards the query to
only two of its neighbor peers in the same sub-network and one peer in another sub-network. This ratio can be adjusted if
necessary. We define routing table structure as shown in Table 1. Each peer has two types of neighbors, where the peers
that are relatively close in terms of physical distance are called local neighbors, and all the other peers are called remote
neighbors. If a peer receives a query and cannot fulfill the request, it will select two peers from its own local neighbor table
and one from its remote neighbor table to forward the query. For a peer, its routing table is updated periodically in order to
ensure successful forwarding.

With this strategy, although only one remote neighbor is chosen to forward the query in each round, a query might still be
forwarded to a large number of remote peers if there are no proper control strategies enforced. This is contradictory to our
basic idea that queries should be processed by local peers for better caching performance if possible. To relieve this issue, we
use the following strategy. The forwarding times (FT) with TTL of the standard three-way random walk (STRW) is defined as

FTðTTLÞ ¼
PTTL

i¼03i, where TTL is the maximum query hops. Suppose that a query does not result in a hit until its TTL is over,
forwarding times for remote peers (FTR) of STRW are defined in Eq. (1) which is quantified by Theorem 1. For example, sup-
pose TTL ¼ 7 and the query does not result in a hit (i.e., each querying branch will run out its TTL), 3025 remote peers will be
searched which account for 92% of the total number of forwarded messages. Moreover, even if the query hits in the local sub-
network, it cannot prevent the query messages from being forwarded on the remote peers, that will generate enormous com-
munication cost.

Theorem 1. For a query, assume all forwarding branches of the query do not stop until its TTL is equal to 0, and the remote peers
do not forward the query back to the sub-network of its initiator. The number of message forwarded on remote peers (FTR) of
standard three-way random walk (STRW) is defined in Eq. (1), where TTL is the maximum query hops.

FTRðTTLÞ ¼
XTTL

i¼1

2i�1FTðTTL� iÞ ð1Þ

Proof. The forwarding can be considered as a complete triple tree t, and TTL is the layer of tree t. A node in t can be taken as a
forwarding peer. The root of t is the querying initiator, and the depth of t is TTL. When

TTL ¼ 1; FTRð1Þ ¼ 1 ¼ FTð0Þ ¼
P1

i¼12i�1FTð1� iÞ. When TTL ¼ k, supposing FTRðkÞ ¼
Pk

i¼12i�1FTðk� iÞ. To better illustrate
the problem, we unfold FTRðkÞ in Eq. (2).

Fig. 1. An example of DNT.

Table 1
The routing table of peer p7.

Local neighbors Remote neighbors

Peer Distance IP Peer Distance IP

p2 12 211.69.205.35 p5 100 56.10.2.7
p10 34 211.68.122.9 . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . .
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FTRðkÞ ¼
Xk

i¼1

2i�1FTðk� iÞ ¼ FTðk� 1Þ þ 21FTðk� 2Þ þ � � � þ 2k�1FTð0Þ � ð2Þ

Each item of Eq. (2) is the number of nodes belonging to any sub-tree of t for remote peers. For example, FTðk� 1Þ is the
number of nodes of a direct sub-tree of t with depth k, and 2k�1FTð0Þ is the number of nodes of the bottom sub-trees of t for
remote peers. When TTL is increased to kþ 1 from k, the depth of each sub-tree is increased by one. All these sub-trees will
continue to forward the query to remote peers. When TTL ¼ k, the number of sub-trees with only one node for remote peers
is 2k�1FTð0Þ. Thus, the total number of their brother nodes for local peers is 2 � 2k�1FTð0Þ ¼ 2kFTð0Þ because a peer always
forwards the query to its two local neighbors and one remote neighbor. As a result, When TTL is increased to kþ 1 from k, the
number of newly joined remote peers is 2kFTð0Þ. Therefore, when TTL ¼ kþ 1, we have the conclusion shown in Eq. (3).

FTRðkþ 1Þ ¼ FTðkÞ þ � � � þ 2k�1FTð1Þ þ 2kFTð0Þ ¼
Xkþ1

i¼1

2i�1FTððkþ 1Þ � iÞ ð3Þ

Therefore, FTRðTTLÞ of STRW shown in Eq. (1) is correct.
In order to reduce communication overhead, PTRW first divides TTL of a query message evenly, and then forwards it with

a new TTL. Suppose a peer is ready to forward a query q with TTL t, it will generate three queries from q to forward, which are
qi with TTL ti where i = 1, 2, 3. In PTRW, t ¼ 1þ

P3
i¼1ti. Fig. 2 shows an example of PTRW. At peer p8, the query is first divided

into three queries with sub-TTLs. However, the division is not the absolute average, where the sub-TTLs have different val-
ues. Then P8 chooses the minimum sub-TTL to forward the query to one remote neighbor and others for local neighbors.

PTRW has the same communication overhead with one-way random walk (ORW). However, their message forwarding
strategies are different. ORW tends to forward the query farther away from the initiator, but PTRW is somehow in favor
of local peers. Using PTRW strategy in DNT not only obtains lower query delay, but also decreases the data transmission
overhead for relatively physically close peers. The forwarding algorithm of PTRW is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. The forwarding algorithm of PTRW

Forward(peer p, query q, TTL t)
1: search q at peer p;
2: if do not hit q then
3: t ¼ t � 1;
4: if t <¼ 0 then
5: return;
6: end if

7: split t evenly, obtain three sub-hops ti and t ¼
P3

i¼1ti;
8: choose one peer pr from remote neighbors of p;
9: choose the min tmin from ti;
10: Forward(pr; q; tmin);
11: choose two peers p1; p2 from local neighbors of p;
12: forward q to p1; p2 with rest hops of ti;
13: else
14: send hit results to the initiator of q;
15: end if

Fig. 2. An example of PTRW.
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3.3. Peer join/leave strategy

In most unstructured P2P systems, when a peer joins a network, it receives guidance from the bootstrap servers [29], and
obtains the information of an initial set of peers in the network. Then the peer explores more peers’ information by launching
peers finding procedure on these initial peers. It takes returned peer lists as candidate peers. Finally, the peer chooses some
peers from the candidate peer set and keeps them as neighbor peers, and the join process finishes. In this paper, we use the
same strategy. However, to make a balanced distribution of peers in DNT, we apply the random walk as search strategy to
find peers. For a peer pi in the candidate peer set, we first compute the distance di (round-trip access delay) between pi and
the newly peer p. We only choose those peers whose di is less than the threshold Dt as local neighbors of p, and the peers
whose distance is greater than Dt as remote neighbors of p. In our strategy, for each peer, the ratio of local neighbors to
remote neighbors is set to 4. Again, this ratio is adjustable depending on the characteristics of query distributions and
network topology, etc. The details of peer join algorithm are presented in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2. Peer join algorithm for peer p

Join(p)
1: get some peers as seed neighbors from the boot strap servers;
2: while the neighbor set in p is not full do
3: use random walk to find more candidate peers;
4: compute di for each candidate peer pi;
5: choose the peers whose di < Dt as the local neighbors;
6: choose the peers whose di > Dt as the remote neighbors;
7: end while

When a peer leaves the network, it sends offline messages to its neighbors. Once its neighbors receive the messages, they
will remove this peer from their neighbor sets, and update their routing tables accordingly. To prevent the damage caused by
the peer failure, each peer should keep sending periodical heartbeat messages to its neighbors. If a neighbor peer does not
send any heartbeat message for a certain amount of time, it will be considered as a failed peer and has to be removed from
the neighbor peer set. In order to reduce the overhead, we propose a one-way heartbeat mechanism. Each neighbor of a peer
has a heartbeat value to represent its live status. The strongest heartbeat is 5, and heartbeat is reduced by 1 after a certain
time interval. If peer i observes that the heartbeat of its neighbor peer j is reduced to 1, it will send a probe message to peer
j. If the probe is successful, the heartbeat of peer j at peer i is reset to 5, and the heartbeat of peer i at peer j is set to 4. This can
ensure that the next round of probe will be initiated by peer j for the link (i, j). The strategy can prevent two peers from send-
ing probe messages to each other at the same time, thus it can reduce communication overhead caused by heartbeat mech-
anism. We also define the minimum number of links lmin to offset the impacts of failed peers. If the number of a peer’s
neighbor peer set is less than lmin, it will launch a peer finding process to gain more neighbor peers. The details of one-
way heartbeat algorithm are to be presented in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3. one-way heartbeat for peer p

Heartbeat(pi)
1: for each neighbor pi in p do
2: pi’s heartbeati � 1;
3: if heartbeati <¼ 1 then
4: p probes pi;
5: if probe is successful then
6: heartbeati = 5;
7: at pi; p’s heartbeat is set to 4;
8: else
9: remove pi from p’s neighbors set;
10: end if
11: end if
12: pause for a while and then probe heartbeat for each neighbor;
13: end for
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3.4. Caching policy

Our proposed caching algorithms are built on top of the underlying network infrastructure. Basically, the peers we choose
to store the copies of an object are determined by DNT and PTRW. In general, one or several peers along the query path will
be selected for caching. The locations of peers as well as the access frequency of requested objects will be used to make cach-
ing decisions, such as the number of copies should be created as well as the locations of these copies. In the following section,
we will describe caching algorithms in details.

4. Caching algorithms

We assume that, on each peer, a dedicated storage space is allocated for caching. For distributed P2P caching, there are
two important aspects needing to be addressed: caching placement and replacement strategies, which will be discussed in
details in the following.

4.1. Caching placement strategy

In a centralized caching system, the objects are only cached on a single dedicated proxy server, thus the caching place-
ment strategy is not necessary. However, for P2P, the system can choose any peer to cache an object, and the locations of
these copies will have great impacts on the future accesses as well as caching replacement algorithms. Therefore, efficient
caching placement strategy is of great importance. To achieve the optimal performance, it is critical to choose which peers to
store a copy when an object needs to be cached. A problem in DNT is that, if a query cannot be satisfied at the peers close to
the initiator, we have to increase TTL to search the query in other sub-networks, that will generate large amount of wide-area
network traffic. In this paper, we design an effective caching placement strategy based on DNT and PTRW proposed in the
previous sections to relieve this problem.

Our basic idea is that a peer prefers to cache an object whose owner is topologically separate from it. I.e., when a query is
fulfilled at the owner of the object, we choose the peer who has the largest delay from the owner along the query routing
path and keep a copy in its caching space. We denote this strategy as remote peer (RP) caching placement strategy. Suppose a
query has the routing path R ¼ ðr1; r2; . . . ; rnÞ, where ri is a peer forwarding the query. In order to facilitate the analysis, the
target peer is not included in R and defined as rt . To select one peer to cache the target object, we set a weight wi for the peer
ri in R. The weight wi in Eq. (4) is defined to:

wi ¼
Dðrt; riÞPn
j¼1Dðrt; rjÞ

ð4Þ

where Dðri; rjÞ is a function that computes the distance between peer ri and peer rj.
When a query reaches the destination (the target peer that can answer the query), the system calculates the weight wi of

all the peers in the query routing path R. The caching placement operation is triggered at the target peer. The peer with the
largest wi is chosen to cache a copy for the target object t. The details of RP caching placement algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4. RP caching placement algorithm

RP(route R, target t)
1: for each ri in R do
2: compute wi;
3: end for
4: choose the peer p with max wi;
5: build caching for t at peer p;

4.2. Over-caching problem

The distributed P2P caching strategies are passive caching mechanisms generally. That is the caching decision is triggered
only when a query hits the target. Like the degree distribution, the queries also follow the power-law distribution, that
means most queries concentrated on a small number of popular objects [30]. This feature results in serious unbalanced cach-
ing result. Most of the total caching space are occupied by popular objects because that they have higher query rates, which
had been evaluated by our formal study [17]. The experimental results, only taking LRU as the caching replacement strategy,
show that the top 5% of popular objects occupy nearly 55% of the caching space, while the cache hit rates for these popular
files only reaches 25%. It reveals that many cached copies of the top 5% popular objects are not used at all. We call it over-
caching problem for popular objects. Clearly, over-caching reduces the effectiveness of caching space, and decreases chances
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for other objects to be cached, especially for moderate popular objects. Thus, the efficiency of the entire P2P distributed cach-
ing system is greatly reduced when the over-caching problem is not properly addressed.

4.3. Caching replacement strategy

In order to relieve the over-caching problem, we propose a novel caching replacement strategy called High Popularity and
Least Request (HPLR). In HPLR, a file’s popularity is denoted as the proportion of the number of copies to the network size.
The larger a file’s popularity is, the more popular (hot) the file is. HPLR makes an excellent tradeoff. It does not create too
many copies for high popular objects, and meanwhile it still keeps an adequate number of copies for those objects to serve
large number of requests. Let T ¼ ðt1; t2; . . . ; tnÞ be the cached objects on a peer’s caching space, fi is the request frequency of
the file ti, and pi is the popularity of ti. It is difficult to get the popularity of an object in P2P networks because each peer only
knows the local information. In this study, we use a simple mechanism to estimate the popularity. When a peer needs to
cache a file, it launches a standard random walk to search the file, and the file’s popularity is defined according to the query
hops. The popularity pi of ti is defined in Eq. (5), where hops is the number of the hops for a successful query, and N is the
network size. We present further illustration in Theorem 2.

pi ¼
1

hops hit target
1
N not hit

(
ð5Þ

Theorem 2. In an unstructured P2P network with the standard random walk search algorithm, a file’s popularity is equal to the
inverse of query hops under hitting query, or the inverse of the network size under failure query.

Proof. Suppose the cached file f has popularity pf . In unstructured P2P networks, the job of search algorithms is an explor-
atory attempt. Therefore, the popularity of target files directly affects search efficiency. If the file f is searched only at one
peer, then the search hit probability for f is pf . If the standard random walk algorithm hits f with hops h, that is
h � pf ¼ 1 ) pf ¼ 1

h. If the query does not result in a hit under a large enough TTL, it indicates the target is unpopular. How-
ever, if f is a cached object, at least one copy exists. We consider f has only one copy in this situation, as a result, pf ¼ 1

N with
failure query probing, where N is the network size. Although only one probe cannot obtain a file’s popularity accurately, it
has some representation in the probability. Therefore, we consider the conclusion in Theorem 2 is correct. h

Let Pfi be the replacement probability based on request frequency, and Ppi be the replacement probability based on pop-
ularity, that are defined in Eqs. (6) and (7), respectively. The replacement strategy based on frequency is to keep files with
high request because these cached files are useful. The replacement strategy based on popularity is to evict the objects with
the highest popularity to leave more space for low popularity files. This strategy could relieve the over-caching problem and
improve the performance of distributed caching systems.

Pfi ¼
fiPn
j¼1fj

ð6Þ

Ppi ¼
1=piPn

j¼1ð1=pjÞ
ð7Þ

The caching replacement popularity Pi of ti is defined in Eq. (8), where c is an adjustable parameter with the initial value
being 0.5. When the caching space is full, the system chooses one file with minimum Pi to evict. The parameter c can be auto-
matically adjusted depending on the applications. For example, we can choose a smaller c in P2P file sharing systems to
increase the weight of caching replacement based on popularity because the rare objects are more valuable in those
scenarios.

Table 2
The experimental parameters.

Parameter Description Value

N Network size 10,000
R The number of distinct resources 50,000
TTL Maximum forwarding hops 10–400
n Minimum number of neighbors 5
TD Distance threshold 50
m The number of resources a peer holding 5–20
CS The caching size 20
c The parameter for replacement probability 0.5
a The exponent of power law distribution 0.7
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Pi ¼ cPfi þ ð1� cÞPpi ð8Þ

If a new object needs to be cached and the caching space is full, the caching replacement operation is triggered. First, the
peer that implements the caching task calculates the replacement probability Pi for each cached files. Then, the peer chooses
the file with minimum Pi to evict. Finally, the new file is put into the caching space with initial request frequency f ¼ 1, and
its popularity is also updated. When a query hit occurs in the caching space, the requested number of the corresponding file
is incremented by 1. The details of HPLR caching replacement algorithm are shown in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5. HPLR caching replacement algorithm for object t

HPLR(object t)
1: if t in the caching then
2: ft ¼ ft þ 1;
3: else
4: compute Pi for each cached file;
5: choose the file ti with min Pi and evict it;
6: put t into the caching;
7: compute pt;
8: ft ¼ 1;
9: end if

5. Performance evaluation

In this section, we present the simulation results. The metrics we explore include over-caching, query hit rates, query
delay, system overhead, cache hit rates, caching contribution breakdown and system scalability.

5.1. Experimental setting

P2P networks contain a large number of peers, that can join/leave the system at any moment. Dealing with such a
dynamic environment is very challenging. In our experiments, we use the popular PeerSim [31] simulator as the driven
kernel. PeerSim has been designed to simulate large-scale P2P networks. It has great scalability and can support thousands
of peers. For all experiments, the network is generated by using Brite [32] model, that is a topology generation tool, and can
construct the overlay network based on the AS (autonomous system) Model. We build an 10000-node overlay network for
most of the experiments. In order to better represent the real world P2P systems, we set the node placement strategy of Brite
to Heavy Tail. Thus, the topology generated with this strategy will have the power-law distribution, which is more in line
with the real environment.

In the experiments, the object popularity also follows a Zipf-like distribution that is similar to power-law distribution.
This distribution presents that a small number of objects have very high access frequencies and most other objects have
the same low popularity more or less. In Eq. (9) the Zipf-like probability mass function [33] is depicted, where C denotes
the number of personal content items and a is the exponent characterizing the distribution.

PZipf�likeðxÞ ¼
x�aPC
j¼1j�a ð9Þ

PZipf�likeðxÞ determines the probability that a personal content object having rank x is requested, where x 2 f1; . . . ; Cg. In [34],
Backx et al. show, with a number of practical experiments using popular P2P file sharing applications, that a is usually
between 0.6 and 0.8. To assign terms (files) for each of peers in the network, we generate 50,000 distinct terms and
assign each term a frequency according to Eq. (9). For queries, based on the terms’ frequency, each peer gets query keywords
from generated term set randomly. Thus the terms with high-frequency are more likely to be selected as the query
keywords.

The experimental parameters for most of the experiments are shown in Table 2. As indicated in Table 2, the network has
10,000 peers, and these peers are distributed in an area of 1000 � 1000. If the distance between two peers is less than 50, they
may belong to the same sub-network. The caching size indicates the number of objects the caching space on a peer can store,
rather than the actual storage capacity. To simplify the discussion, we assume all the objects have the same size. For large
files, they can be divided into a group of files with the same size. This is the strategy used in most P2P file sharing and P2P
streaming applications as well as research simulation environments. If P2P caching is used to guide the routing procedures,
the caching space is used to place the index or the reference to peers which has much smaller sizes, and those indexes can be
considered as the same size objects as well.
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5.2. Analysis of over-caching problem

We carry out some experiments to verify the over-caching problem. As discussed in early sections, the hot objects occupy
a large portion of the caching space, while many of cached copies are rarely been used. Even worse, it makes many other mid
and low popular files have no chance to be cached, thus the system caching efficiency is dropped. In order to comparative
analysis, we compare LFU, LRU and HPLR on over-caching problem. Fig. 3 shows the results. We collect the caching informa-
tion for the top 5% most popular objects, including the percentage of caching space used and caching hit rates for these
objects. As we can see from Fig. 3, the top 5% hot objects of both LFU and LRU account for a large portion of caching space.
For the two algorithms, more than 55% caching space is occupied by the copies of the top 5% objects. As for HPLR, it only uses
31%. However, three different strategies have similar cache hit rates for the top 5% hot files, all at about 33%. This shows that
LFU and LRU waste 25% more caching space than HPLR. From the results, we can conclude that HPLR relieves this issue and
achieve much more efficient caching space utilization than LFU and LRU.

5.3. Query hit rates

In order to evaluate the performance of the distributed caching strategies proposed in this paper, we chose other two P2P
strategies for comparative analysis. One is Gnutella network without caching mechanism, that uses standard random walk as
search algorithm. We call this scheme Gnutella with Random Walk (GRW). Another one is Adaptive Resource Indexing (ARI)
proposed by Lerthirunwong [23]. In ARI, each peer creates a Bloom Filter [35] for a set of its owning objects. Bloom Filter can
be used to answer whether or not an object is available in a peer. ARI iteratively distributes indices over the network using
the resource indexing technique to reduce the number of messages. To replace a cached object, ARI adjusts the weight of
Bloom Filter index using usage and integration rules. Although the content of ARI’s caching is index which has a small size,
the maintain cost for index is high. If ARI does not set the storage limit, it will generate enormous communication overhead.
Therefore, no matter the cached object is an index or the object itself, it is necessary to design caching replacement
strategies.

Fig. 4 shows the query hit rates for different P2P strategies. In our configuration, ARI searches local indexes first, and then
uses random walk to forward the query if it cannot be satisfied by local indexes. Gnutella without caching mechanisms has
the worst performance in query hit rates, and the performance of our caching mechanism is slightly better than ARI. When
the maximum number of forwarding hops is equal to 10, the query hit rates of Gnutella is only 3%. As the number of forward-
ing hops increases, the query hit rates rapidly increases until the hops reaches 200. This is because the targets of some que-
ries are rare objects and random walk cannot find them. For both our strategies and ARI using caching mechanisms, as a
result, the query hit rates are much higher compared to Gnutella. Although ARI has good search efficiency, it introduces sig-
nificant network communication overhead which is discussed in the following subsection.

5.4. Query delay

The query delay is very important to evaluate the efficiency of search algorithms. In unstructured P2P networks, for a file,
its query hops are directly affected by its popularity. The higher the popularity is, the lower the query hops are. We imple-
ment some comparative experiments to analyze the query delay of the proposed distributed caching strategies. We compute
average query hops for those successful queries according to their popularity. Fig. 5 shows average query hops for successful
queries with different strategies, and the horizontal axis indicates the popularity of files. Gnutella has the worst performance
in query hops because it does not use caching mechanisms. Average query hops of Gnutella have exceeded 200 when the
popularity for a file is equal to 0.5%. Both our strategies and ARI have much lower number of query hops compared to Gnu-
tella. For our strategies, the average number of query hops only reaches 5 under 5% files’ popularity, while Gnutella is 21. Our
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caching mechanism, in fact, aims to increase the popularity of files to improve query performance and reduce communica-
tion overhead.

Although the query hops can be used to represent query performance somehow, it is not very accurate. For example, a
query Q 1 with smaller query hops may contain some hops between distant peers, while another query Q 2 with larger query
hops only contains hops between nearby peers. This may result in a longer query delay in Q1 than Q 2. In our experiments,
each peer is assigned to a position in Cartesian space. The peers in the same sub-network are much closer to each other than
the peers in different sub-networks. Let QP ¼ fp1; p2; . . . ; png be the query path between peer p1 and peer pn, Dij as the actual
physical network distance between peer pi and pj. We define the query distance DP between peer p1 and pn in Eq. (10).

DP ¼
Xn

i¼1

fDijjpi;pj 2 Q P and j ¼ iþ 1g ð10Þ

Fig. 6 shows the results of average query distance for successful queries with different P2P strategies. In order to better
express the experimental results, the logarithmic scale is used for the vertical axis. The peers in the experiments are distrib-
uted into a simulated network whose area is 1000 square. Our strategies have the best performance than others, where the
query distance is only 227 under 5% popularity, while that of ARI reaches 1500 and Gnutella even exceeds 6300. This is be-
cause most of queries under our strategies will result in cache hits in local sub-networks. Hence, the average query distance
is much lower. Suppose that we use kilometers to measure the simulated topology, even without considering the bandwidth
and processing delay, the query delay of Gnutella will reach up to 0.5 s under 0.5% objects popularity. The real query prop-
agation time will be far higher than this delay. Moreover, the longer the query distance is, the more traffic generated on
Internet, because the query needs to across more ISPs. Therefore, the proposed distributed caching mechanisms not only
improve query performance, but also reduce the Internet traffic caused by P2P applications.

5.5. System overhead

To evaluate system overhead of different strategies, we collect the number of messages forwarded by peers under differ-
ent concurrent query sizes in the experiments. In the simulations, we do not consider the traffic generated by network topol-
ogy maintenance, but only count the messages from the query and caching operation. ARI regularly uses an iterative
approach to spread Bloom Filter for index updating, and utilizes local flooding to adjust the index weights for caching
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replacement. This leads ARI to have a large number of basic communication messages. In the experiments, we suppose only
1% peers in ARI need to update the index and adjust the weight when a group concurrent queries are launched. Our strategy
introduces necessary communication as well, such as the traffic generated by caching placement and popularity probing.

Fig. 7 shows the results of message overhead under different concurrent query sizes. When the number of concurrent
queries is equal to 100, Gnutella has the best performance. This is because Gnutella does not perform the caching and does
not need to use extra system overhead to maintain routing information. However, with the increase in the number of con-
current queries, the communication overhead in Gnutella increases rapidly because the query delay of Gnutella is high. This
leads to Gnutella’s performance begins to deteriorate, and it becomes much worse than that of the proposed strategies when
the number of concurrent queries reaches 300. ARI uses the iterative communication and local flooding mechanism to main-
tain the caching. Although ARI has good query performance, the communication overhead is huge, which approaches 53,600
on average. Our strategies have less communication overhead compared to other caching algorithms, and in addition, they
have better performance than the strategies without caching mechanism under the scenarios with high concurrent requests.

5.6. Cache hit rates

The cache hit rate is another important factor to evaluate the caching performance, where we denote it as the percentage
of the number of caching hits and query hits. The caching placement strategy RP proposed in this paper always selects the
peers being far away from the current peer to cache the target. The proposed caching replacement strategy HPLR uses both
the popularity and request frequency to replace the cached files, which tries to keep the valuable cached objects and min-
imize the impact of over-caching problem at the same time. For comparative analysis, we use Random algorithm, that ran-
domly selects a peer from the query routing to cache the target, as caching placement strategy, and LRU as caching
replacement strategy. In the experiments, the network size is 10,000. We launch a query at 10% peers in each time unit,
and the query terms are randomly selected from the set of generated terms based on their popularity. That is the objects
with high frequency are more likely to be selected as the query targets. The simulation lasts 200 time units, and the cache
hit rates are collected every 5 time units.

Fig. 8 is the experimental results of two caching strategies. When the simulation begins, the cache hit rate is zero because
the caching space is empty. As the simulation goes on, the cache hit rates increase for both two caching strategies. The cach-
ing performance becomes stable when the simulation reaches three-quarters of total time units, and the caching hit rates
remain stable as well. From the results, we can observe that the proposed algorithms can achieve the highest cache hit rate
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of 60%, while Random-LRU only has 30%. In RP, a peer always caches the objects coming from remote peers as possible, and
PTRW prefers to search files in local peers. These combined strategies can greatly improve the query hit probabilities. For the
replacement strategy, HPLR not only keeps the objects whose request frequencies are high, but also relieves the over-caching
problem by reducing the number of cached copies for highly popular objects. In contrast, Random does not provide a good
guidance in message routing, and LRU leaves too much caching space for hot objects. Therefore, our strategies have better
performance.

5.7. Caching contribution breakdown

Another important metric we want to discuss is the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) for cached objects distribu-
tion. In the experiments, the total number of distinct objects in the network is set to 50,000, and their distribution follows
the power-law property. We count the number of objects emerging in the caching according to the descending order of their
popularity. LRU is used to conduct a comparative analysis. Fig. 9 shows the results for LRU and HPLR. As we can see from
Fig. 9, HPLR has the best performance. For LRU, the top 5% most popular objects occupy nearly 70% of total caching space,
while HPLR only has 34%. HPLR evicts those hot objects and leaves more free space to cache other objects with mid or
low popularity. This strategy makes the system store more distinct objects, which can significantly enhances the caching
efficiency.

5.8. System scalability

To evaluate the scalability of our strategies, we implement the experiments with different network size for four metrics:
query hit rates, query delay, cache hit rates and system overhead. We present three networks with our strategies whose size
are 1000, 10,000 and 50,000 peers respectively. Each peer owns 5 distinct original objects in average. From Fig. 10(a), we can
find that query hit ratio decreases slightly as the network size increasing. Even in the biggest gap (about 200 hops), the gap
for the query hit ratio is only 6%. This shows that our algorithms have good scalability to the metric query hit rates. Fig. 10(b)
presents the query delay with different networks size. For three different networks, they have similar performance regard-
less of their size. The average number of query hops is about 5 under 5% files popularity. As the network size increasing, the
proposed network architecture can still effectively distribute the cached objects that ensures a better query delay.
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Fig. 10(c) shows the cache hit ratio of the systems using proposed strategies with different size. The simulation lasts 200
time units, and the cache hit rates are collected every 5 time units. In each time unit, 10% peers will launch a query, and the
query terms are randomly selected from the set of generated terms based on their popularity as previous experiments. We
find that the query hit ratio can reach about 60% when the systems are stable. Furthermore, with the increasing of network
size, the query hit ratio increases as well, while only slightly increase. These result indicates that our strategies are scalable at
the metric cache hit rates.

In order to evaluate the scalability in system overhead, we design the experiments, in which we collect the number of
messages forwarded by peers under different concurrent query sizes, for the networks with different size. Fig. 10(d) presents
the results. We find that the total overhead increases rapidly as the increasing of the network size. Under (network size) � 5%
concurrent queries, that is 50 queries for the network with 1000 peers and 2500 queries for the network with 50,000 peers,
the network with 1000 peers has only total forwarding messages 1441, while the network with 50,00 peers reaches at
70,100. However, in average, their overhead are similar, about 1.4 messages for each peer. Therefore, Our strategies have
better scalability in system overhead.

6. Conclusions and future work

Caching techniques are widely used to boost the performance in large-scale distributed applications. However, as one of
the most bandwidth consuming applications on the Internet, insufficient efforts have been made on P2P caching. In this
paper, we design an efficient network topology and search algorithm, and propose novel and effective caching placement
and replacement strategies for P2P caching. Unlike previous works, our algorithms aim to build a fully distributed caching
infrastructure in unstructured P2P networks. We use Distance-based Network Topology (DNT) to cluster the topologically
close peers, and take Preference-based Three-way Random Walk (PTRW) to increase local queries and achieve better
searching performance. We also utilize Remote Peer (RP) caching placement approach to determine the locations of the ob-
jects needing to be cached in order to improve caching effectiveness. Our High Popularity and Least Request (HPLR) caching
replacement algorithm effectively relieves the over-caching problems for popular files and offers satisfactory caching
performance for other files. We compare our design with various common and heuristic caching algorithms and the results
show that combined with proposed underlay network infrastructure, our caching strategies can deliver better query hit
rates, smaller query delay, higher cache hit rates, lower communication overhead and good system scalability. In the future,
we will investigate other algorithms to better predict user query pattern, and remove the caching pollution problems caused
by the least popular objects.
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